Introduction
1. This is the last part of our trilogy devoted to systematic exposition of the fundamentals of the theory of unbounded subnormal operators. In the previous papers [17 and 18] we focus our interest on conditions under which normal extensions exist. The present part concerns spectral properties of subnormal operators as related to those of their normal extensions.
In our approach we have been trying to unify features of symmetric operators, the classical object of the theory, from one side, and bounded subnormal operators, from the other. The most spectacular representative of this fusion is the creation operator
It is apparently a differential operator but also it has an analytic model. Existence of such a model is one of the major topics of this paper. On the way to achieving this goal we consider the following questions: minimality of normal extensions, their uniqueness and different kinds of spectral relations.
In particular, we discuss two sorts of minimality: of spectral type and of cyclic type. For unbounded operators these two notions need not coincide (for bounded they always do). This impacts the uniqueness question.
However, in spite of the lack of uniqueness, basic spectral relations can be carried over from the bounded case to the unbounded one. In particular, the spectral inclusion property holds true (we have taken the opportunity to collect here all possible spectral relations).
Among bounded subnormal operators there are those which have analytic models in Hardy-like spaces (cf. [3] ). Unfortunately, the spectrum of an unbounded subnormal operator may have no boundary; this means that Bargmannlike models [4] are preferable. Within the class of cyclic unbounded subnormal operator we are able to work out analytic models of both types, understanding cyclicity of an operator in the polynomial sense (though some of our results are still true for rationally cyclic operators, as in the bounded case [8] ).
The paper ends in considering operators which behave like subnormal weighted shifts.
Some conventions. We use the asterisk * for conjugation of complex numbers as well as for taking adjoints of operators, while the dash " we reserve for closure operations. As usual, C[z] resp. C[>, z*] stands for the polynomials (of complex coefficients) in z resp. in z and z* (sometimes we will call members of C[z] analytic polynomials}. All the operators we consider in this paper are supposed to be densely defined.
Minimality of Spectral Type
2. Let S be a densely defined linear operator in a complex Hilbert space M. S is said to be subnormal if there exists another Hilbert space JC containing 1 M and a densely defined normal operator AT in JC such that
3?(S)C3>C/V)nc# and Sf=Nf, fs=3)(S).
One of the questions we would like to consider here is, in analogy with the bounded case, minimality of the extension N. Unlike the bounded case we have several, in general non-equivalent, ways of understanding minimality. In the bounded case all these notions coincide and minimality always forces uniqueness of the normal extension up to unitary isomorphism.
The most general definition of minimality seems to be the following one: a normal extension AT of S is said to be minimal of spectral type if the only closed subspace of JC reducing N and containing JC is JC itself (recall that a closed subspace M of JC reduces an unbounded closed operator, say N, if PNdNP where P is the orthogonal projection of JC onto 3£).
Two normal extensions N\ and N 2 of S acting in Hilbert spaces JCi and JC 2 respectively, are said to be 3C-equivalent if there exists a unitary operator U: JCr-^JCa such that [//=/,/€=<# and UN l =NJJ.
Dropping the first of these two conditions we get that NI and N z are (unitarily) equivalent in the usual sense. Minimal normal extensions of spectral type always exist. To make this evident we need some notations. Let E be the spectral measure of a normal operator N acting in a Hilbert space JC. If M is a closed linear subspace of JC, then we denote by M^N~\ the closed linear span of {E (a) Proof. The proof of (a) and (/3) follows easily from the observation that c# s [./V] reduces the spectral measure E of the normal extension N and consequently the operator N itself. The part (j) of the conclusion follows straightforwardly.
Now we proceed to the proof of (5). If dim^T is finite, then S is normal itself. Suppose dimj^^o. Let 6 be an orthonormal basis of M. Let $ be a countable algebra generating the tf-algebra of all Borel sets on C. The classical Caratheodory extension theorem [5, p. 19] permits us to find for each vector /e^T and each Borel set a a sequence {a n }c38 such that (E((0\a n ){J (tfnV))/, />-»0 as n->oo, where E is the spectral measure of N. This implies that E(a n }f-*E(a}f.
Since <K=3C S [_N~] we get cX=clolin{£((7)e : e<=e, <re$}. This implies that dim JC^card{£O)e : e^e, 0-e33} and, since 23 is countable, card{£O)e: e<=e, <Te23}=card£=dim^. Thus dim^^dim JC.
•
The equivalence (/3) justifies the name we have chosen for this kind of minimality.
3. Unfortunately, minimality of spectral type need not entail uniqueness. More precisely, it may happen (cf. Example 1 below) that two minimal normal extensions of spectral type are not equivalent at all, though the spaces they act in are, by condition (S} of Proposition 1, isomorphic.
In spite of this diversity the basic spectral inclusion property (i. e. conclusion 9° of Theorem 1 below) holds true. So as to make this paper useful for further purposes we collect here all possible relations between different parts of the spectra of a subnormal operator and its minimal normal extension.
In the sequel we adopt the conventional notations </ p (S), <T ap (S\ tf c (S) and a r (S) for the point, approximate point, continuous and residual part of the spectrum a(S) of S, respectively. Indeed, for an arbitrary /eJC, P£({0})/ekerS*, where P is the orthogonal projection of J< onto M and E is the spectral measure of N (to see this take and notice that <%, P£({0 })/>=<£, N*£({0})/>=0). Since kerS*={0}, =0 for each /eJC. Thus PE({Q\)=Q. This implies that P±E({0}) and consequently MdE(C\{Q})J<:. Since E(C\{0})cX reduces N, minimality of N forces E(C\{Q})<X = J{. So £({0})=0. This means that OeC\e7 p (AO.
Take ^eC\(7 p (S*). This means that kertf-S*)={0}. Since Z* -N is the minimal normal extension of /I*-S, (2) 
implies that 2.*^C\(T P (N).
This completes the proof of the essential part of 5°»
Pass to the proof of 8°. To prove it notice that (3) a r (A*) = 0 for a hyponormal A (recall that A is said to be hyponormal if 3)(A)C.3)(A*) and ||A*/ll^il^/li, f^3)(A)). Indeed, if l<=a r (A*}, then ker(A*-3)=(W-A*)^U*)) J -^ {0}. Sincê *-J4 is hyponormal, ker^-^4*)^{0}. This contradicts ^et7 r (A*). The conclusion 8° follows from (3), because N, N* and S are hyponormal. Take an arbitrary A^p(S\ Then, since ^-AT is a minimal normal extension of X-S and Oe^(/l-S), we can apply the above procedure to get the conclusion 9°.
Now we pass to the proof of 3°. Take ^e<7 c (5) . Since (/I-S).0(S) is dense in <#, kerU*-S*)={0}. Due to 5°, kerU-7V)={0}. Notice that te<r(N). If not, there would be ^e(C\(7 ap (AO)c:(C\<7 a p(S)) (use 2°). This would mean that e(7 c (5)n(C\(7 ap (S))=0 (contradiction we have (T c (S*)C(T c (A r *). This proves 3°.
The conclusion 4° can be derived from 5°, 8° and (4) as follows 0 2
To prove 6°, notice that, because of 9°, a c (N)c:a(S). Using 1° we can exclude a p (S) from the right hand side of this inclusion so as to get the first part of conclusion 6°. The other is a special case of (4) .
Employing 6°, the inclusion 0 r (A)*dap(A*) for a closed A, and (4) we get <r c (^)*C(T r (S)*U(Tc(S)*C<y p (S*)W<J c (S)*=c7 p (S*)U(7 c (S*). This is precisely 7°.
To prove 10° observe that 0 ap (A*) = a(A*) for a hyponormal A (use (3)). This and 9° give us This completes the proof of Theorem 1. m
Notice that none of the inclusions appearing in the conclusion of Theorem 1 can be replaced by equality. The situation considered in Example 1 provides us with arguments that inclusions 1°, 5°, 6°, 7°, 9° and 10° may be strict. The other cases may be strict too ; this is the instance of the creation operator, cf , Section 16.
Theorem 1 exhausts all essential relations between different parts of the spectra, which may happen in our circumstances.
Corollary 1. For a subnormal operator S, 0(
The proof uses Proposition 1 and the conclusion 9° of Theorem 1. 4 8 To continue our considerations of spectral properties of subnormal operators we prove here a fact which is well known in the bounded case [6] The part 3° requires some comment. Since the spectrum of S is precisely either the upper or the lower closed half plane, 1° establishes the conclusion of 3°.
5. Our next result bears a resemblance to Theorem 2.3 of [14] . 
So the spectral measure E t of M is We show that, for ?e(0, ?r)U(^, 2^), JV t is a minimal normal extension of S. To see this it is enough to prove, due to (9) This contradicts £e(0, 7r)U(7r, 2?r). Summarizing, we have an example of a symmetric (read: subnormal) operator having a plenty of (after fixing [c, d~\) selfad joint (read: normal) extensions JV £ of S, £e(0, TT)U(^, 2?r), which 1° are minimal of spectral type, 2° have disjoint spectra, 3° are not equivalent, 4° satisfy equality (10) .
All the informations about the spectra of S and its extensions N t , which can be derived from the above, are collected in the following table. This permits to make the spectral relations appearing here transparent. The operator S just considered has a disadvantage ; namely it has a self adjoint extension in the initial space JC. If one would like to have a subnormal operator which has no normal extension in the initial space M (which is the case for bounded subnormals) and, on the other hand, which still has properties 1°, 3°a nd 4°, the simplest example would be a subnormal operator of the form 5®F, where S is the operator just defined and V is, say, the unilateral shift. B The following notation will be useful in the sequel (12 Indeed, the formula UN* n f=N* n f uniquely defines the unitary operator which meets the requirement.
Minimality of Cyclic Type

Proposition 4, An operator S (satisfying (11)) is subnormal if and only if it is formally subnormal and has a minimal formally normal extension of cyclic type, which is subnormal.
Proof. Let M be a normal extension of S. Then N=(M\^C^M^~ is a formally normal extension of S, which is minimal of cyclic type, acting in c# c [M] (cf. (12)). The converse is trivial. H Notice that, in general, (M|^c C jf))~ need not be minimal of spectral type even if M is minimal of spectral type (Example 1 provides us with the argument; ^T C (S)-<D(S) for a symmetric S). In other words, there are subnormal operators having no minimal normal extension of cyclic type.
Theorem 3. Let S be a subnormal operator satisfying (11). Suppose that it has at least one minimal normal extension of cyclic type. Then an arbitrary normal extension of S is minimal of spectral type if and only if it is minimal of cyclic type.
Proof. Let A^ be a minimal normal extension of S of cyclic type in JC. What we want to show is JC = JC S [N] . Take ge JCQJC 8 8. Now we wish to focus our interst on a class of subnormal operators which always have minimal normal extensions of cyclic type. Recall that a vector /e^)(S) is said to be quasianalytic if S ||S n /l|-1/B = cx>.
= 1
Denote by Q(S) the collection of all quasianalytic vectors of S.
Theorem 4. Let S be a formally subnormal operator satisfying (11). // \mQ(S)-3)(S\ then S has a minimal normal extension of cyclic type.
Sketch of proof. 5 Consider a formally normal extension N of S, which is minimal of cyclic type (by Proposition 3 such an extension always exists (14) ).
It might be interesting to know when there exists a minimal normal extension of cyclic type of a given cyclic subnormal operator.
Proposition 5. Under assumptions of Theorem 5 the operator S has at least one minimal normal extension of cyclic type if and only if there is a positive
Borel measure m satisfying (13) , (14) and such that C[z, z*] is dense in (20) and (21) 
k=0 k=0
The proof of 5° is included implicitly in 4°=}3°. The conclusion 6° follows from Lemma 1, by direct calculation. This completes the proof.
• Notice that Proposition 6 fails on dropping (21).
Remark 1. It is easy to see that if S is a cyclic subnormal operator with a representing measure m, then dim^=^0 is equivalent to the fact that suppm is at least countable.
Denote by K S the function defined on C as The function K S depends on the particular choice of a cyclic vector / 0 and the way it does is described in conclusion 6° of Proposition 6. 
Corollary 6 0 For a cyclic operator S, K S is lower semi continuous. Moreover, if o) is a bounded open set such that K s (X)^c for
Proof. Since {r n } n >o is a Hamel basis of C[>]
, there is precisely one scalar product such that <r m , r n >=5 mi7l . Denote by M the completion of this inner product space. Let S be the operator of multiplication by z in C[z], Then 5 is cyclic with the cyclic vector f Q =r 0 and p(S)f Q =p for £eC [z] . In particular r n (S)f Q =r n . Thus we are in the starting point (with e n =rn) of Proposition 6.
One can choose a sequence {r n } n^ in Proposition 7 in such a way that f; \r n (X)\ 2 =oo for each ^eC. In this case <r p (S*)=0. (ii) the series S kn(/Qi 2 and S |<?nW)l 2 are simultaneously convergent.
= 0 Corollary 8. For any Hamel basis {r n } n^Q of C[z] there always exists another Hamel basis {q n }n^ of C\_z~\ such that
= 1 = 0
Proof. Proposition 7 gives us a cyclic operators S in a suitable JC. Applying the Gram-Schmidt procedure within M to the sequence {z n \ n^ we get a
Hamel basis {q n }n^ satisfying (i). Using Proposition 6 we check that {q n }nŝ atisfies (ii), too. I
Corollary 9. (a) For any pair of disjoint countable subsets T and o) of C there is a cyclic operator S (with the normalized cyclic vector] such that rd<7 p (S*) and a)r\a p (S*)=0.
( The only thing which remains to be proved is that tf p (S*)*= Take ^a p (S*)*.
Then 
Corollary 11. Suppose dimJC=oo. A cyclic operator Sin M has an analytic model if and only if the following condition is satisfied: if {a n }n^^i z is such that
S a n r n (X)=Q, for all ^e<7 p (S*)*, then a n =0 for all n^O.
13. Now it is the right time to enhance analytic features of the space M r . The following result will be very useful. 9°=^ 2°. We can repeat the argument used in the proof of 8°^ 2° replacing Sublemma 1 by Sublemma 2.
We are ready to show that 4C r is composed of functions which are analytic neglecting some meager subset of int<7 p (5*)* 7 .
Theorem 7. Let S be a cyclic operator in M such that int<7 p (S*) is nonempty. Then
7(5)= {AeC: K S is finite and continuous in a neighborhood of 1}
is an open subset of int cr p (5*)* such that int <7 P (5*)*\7 (5) our construction that K S is finite and continuous in into>\(l, 2). Moreover, the evaluation (28) implies K S is not continuous at any point of the interval (1, 2) (though its restriction to (1, 2) is finite and continuous). So f(S)=into>\(l, 2)î nt<7 p (S*)*.
• As Example 2 shows, it may happen that <r p (S*) has bounded holes. This is related to the lack of full analyticity of the functional model we have considered so far. The following result sheds more light on this question.
Theorem 8. Let S be a cyclic operator in M. Then f(S) has the following property: if CD is a bounded open set in C such that either K S is bounded on dco or 3o>cr(S), then
Proof. Suppose K S is bounded on da). Then Corollary 6 implies that K S is bounded on a). Due to Lemma 3 (4°^6°), we have a)dT(S).
Suppose da)dY(S). Then Lemma 3 guarantees that K S is finite and continuous on 7"(S). Since do) is compact, K S is bounded on da). The previous paragraph yields the conclusion.
• Proposition 8. Suppose dim ^ = 00 and S is a cyclic operator in M. If , S-f=lf, either A€EC\<r p (S*)* or Jer(S), then f is orthogonal to : /*e<7 p (S*)*}, where h^ is as in Proposition 6.
Proof. Take now *s=r(S). Since W-z)(PT/)(z)=0, for ze^r, we get Wf=0 on cy r \{^}. Due to Lemma 3, Wf is analytic on Since Wf=Q on 7(S)\{^} and ^er(S), we have (W r /)W)=0. Because on G> r \{^}, we get TF/=0. The conclusion follows from Wf=WPf, where P is the orthogonal projection of M onto It may happen, as the example of the classical shift in the Hardy space of the unit disc shows, that <7 p (S*)*nsuppm=0 ; also other cases are possiblecf. Section 16. In general, the goal would be to make int (7 p and, consequently, YM n CLM n ,. Since the polynomials are dense in both ^f n and n is dense in ^V.
(32)
The maximum modulus principle gives us, for
This implies
The inequalities (31) and (32) 
Then r(S)=ff(S')\aa P (S')=mta(S-)\a ap (S-).
In particular, if 7"(S)=C, then a ap (S~)=0. To prove the reverse inclusion 9 we need the following result (which can be proved in the same way as in the bounded case; cf., [8, p. 172 Then there is the function <p having the properties just described. Since p(JOeker(S*-^*) and £>W)^0, we have ^e<r p (5*)* 0 From the proof of the uniqueness part of Lemma 2, we infer that hi -<A;i, /oXpW), /o>" 1 pW) = <PW)» /o>"VW for ^a ) -Since 9 is holomorphic, is locally bounded on CD. Lemma 3, 4° implies that An application of (5) A natural question which appears here is to describe circumstances under which a hole of a(N) is contained in <r p (S*)*. Some answer to this question for bounded operators has been given in [21] .
The result which follows provides us with additional information about cyclic subnormal operators having analytic models. aK f. This completes the proof.
• Remark 3. The functional model we have presented is determined by a particular measure satisfying (13) and (14) and the reproducing kernel property (18) can be satisfactorily described by means of the measure in question. This allows to modify the measure still preserving the crucial property (18). Here (with convetion: for an unbounded operator its norm is understood as +00). This completes the proof.
• Example 3. We show that, in general, the sequences {a k } k^o and {b k }k=-«> representing via (34) a subnormal 5 could not be chosen in such a way that {0*}*so was a Stieltjes moment sequence.
Put fl n =(l-(-l) n+1 )( Suppose there are two sequences {a k } n^ and {B k }k=-°o, the first of which is a Stieltjes moment sequence while the other is still a trigonometric one (with 5 0 =1), satisfying the following condition Notice that necessarily a n =2(n+l)~l. Indeed, it follows from (42) that 5 1 x 2n d(2x). Since a Hausdorff moment sequence is determined by its 0 even terms, it must be a n =2(n+T)~1.
Knowing d n we are able to find out b n . Namely (43) it is enough to apply (44) to the above formula. Formula (43) implies that b n^Q for neZ. Since also a n^Q , the right hand side of (42) is always different from zero. However, the left hand side vanishes for all m, n such that m-\-n is odd. This leads us to contradiction. H
16.
In general, it would be difficult to decide, in terms of the sequences {a k } k^Q and {6 fe }£Loo, whether the operator S has an analytic model. In practice, having concrete forms of these sequences one can use Corollary 11 to do this. In the case of weighted shifts all this becomes simple.
Recall that S is said to be a weighted shift operator (with respect to a given orthonormal basis {e n } n > Q if £)(S}-\m{e n } n^ and Se n^( C\{0})e n+1 for n^O. Such an operator is cyclic with the cyclic vector f 0 =e Q .
The GramSchmidt procedure described in Section 10 gives us here Thus, by (22) and (23), we have Denoting by i(S)=liminf ||S n £ 0 H 1/n , by Lemma 3, we get 7(S)=disc(0; t(S))C(7 p (S*)*Cdisc(0;
Moreover, <7 p (S*)=disc(0; *(S))-when S ||S^0||-2 U(S)| 2w < + oo. Otherwise where a is given by Since the bounded case has been completely described (cf. [16] ) we focus our interest on an unbounded weighted shift S. In this case Corollaries 12 and 13 allows us to identify the spectra and their parts as follows. In [19] we considered the following problem: Suppose that S is a closed subnormal operator. Does there exists a normal extension N of S acting in JC such that As a consequence of the fact that subnormal weighted shifts always have analytic models we have solved this question in the affirmative for such operators (cf. [19] 
